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Study Makes Bizarre Leap About
Guns and Lethality of Shootings

White House Claims Anti-ATF
Effort Will Help Cartels

NSSF-Adjusted NICS
Background Checks for March
2023

The March 2023 NSSF-adjusted National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS)
figure of 1,556,492 is a decrease of 6.8 percent compared to the March 2022 NSSF-adjusted
NICS figure of 1,669,578. For comparison, the unadjusted March 2023 FBI NICS figure of
2,954,230 reflects a 2.0 percent decrease from the unadjusted FBI NICS figure of 3,014,465 in
March 2022. March 2023 marks the 44th month in a row that has exceeded 1 million adjusted
background checks in a single month.

NSSF Fact Checks President Biden’s Gun Control
Blunders
Joe Biden – again – was fast and loose with his understanding of firearm laws. The president
claimed it is illegal to own a machine gun, after saying he is a “Second Amendment guy.” The
1934 National Firearms Act (NFA) requires all automatic firearms be registered with a $200 tax
stamp through the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF), and the owner
must submit fingerprints and photos, notify their local chief law enforcement officer and submit
duplicative FBI National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) verifications. The
1986 Firearm Owners Protection Act banned the commercial sale of any automatic firearms
manufactured after May 19, 1986.
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Too many of us are hung up on what we don’t have,
can’t have, or won’t ever have. We spend too much
energy being down, when we could use that same
energy – if not less of it – doing, or at least trying to
do, some of the things we really want to do.”

Terry McMillan

To Shoot Better, “Shoot” a Lot -
Developing Skills When You
Can’t

Revolving Madness - A Love
Affair With Elegant Weapons for
a More Civilized Time

UPDATED:  Information on Mass
Public Shootings

UPDATED: How Mass Killers
Pick Out Venues Where Their
Victims are Sitting Ducks

Poll: Most Believe Violent Crime
Getting Worse; Gun Sales
Under Creative Commons License: Attribution
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Colorado's 40-year High in Gun
Deaths Explained

Potential Mass Shooting
Stopped in Colorado

The Second Amendment v.
“Innovative” Gun Control

Fake News: Debunking the
Media’s Favorite Constitutional-
Carry Poll

President Biden to Announce
New Executive Actions On Guns

Progressive Game Plan:
Neutralize The Supreme Court &
Disarm The Citizenry
Under Creative Commons License: Attribution

Bill Making It Easier to File
Colorado Lawsuits Against Gun
Industry Gets Major Trim at
Behest of Gov. Jared Polis
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Sign up and show up Wednesday, April 19 at 1:30 p.m.

If you cannot attend in person, please call members of the Colorado House
Judiciary Committee and ask them to stop this bill. If they don’t hear from you, they
won’t.

It’s Baaack! New hearing is

scheduled for Wednesday,

April 19. Click for more details.
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Still After The 2nd
Our newsletters have placed a lot of emphasis on the package of anti-Second Amendment
bills this session, and will continue to do so as long as they loom in the Legislature.

They are:

SB23-168 - Allowing gun manufacturers and stores to be sued.        PASSED, Revised

SB23-169 - Increasing minimum age to purchase a firearm to 21.     PASSED, to Polis

SB23-170 -Expansion of the "Red Flag" law.                                      PASSED, to Polis

HB23-1219 - Three day waiting period to purchase a firearm.           PASSED
All four of these bills passed their original chamber, and have been referred to the House
or Senate for additional committee hearings there.

Together, we must continue to make our voices heard in Denver!

Please call, email or text your representatives to let them no you oppose these four anti-
Second Amendment bills, as well as the "Assault Weapons Ban" HB23-1230.

Please also take a moment to donate today to The Colorado Freedom Force to keep up
the pressure on your Colorado legislators.

Security Options for Your
Handguns Abound

Trends in Personal Defense -
Americans Are Obsessed With
Personal Security — With Good
Reason

The AR Platform Accepts a Wide
Range of Aftermarket
Accessories
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Upcoming “Holidays” to Look Forward To
April
April 15: National Tax Day
April 16: National Wear Your Pajamas to Work Day
April 17: Haiku Poetry Day
April 18: National Columnists' Day
April 20: National Look-Alike Day
April 21: National High-Five Day (Third Thursday of April)
April 21: National Administrative Professionals Day
April 21: Get to Know Your Customers Day (Third Thursday of April)
April 22: Earth Day
April 28: National Take Our Daughters and Sons to Work Day (Fourth Thursday in April)
April 29: Arbor Day (Last Friday in April. May vary by state)
April 29: International Dance Day
April 30: National Honesty Day
April 30: National Adopt a Shelter Pet Day
April 30: International Jazz Day

Tanner Gun Show - Aurora
Apr 21st - 23rd

Arapahoe County Fairgrounds

Tanner Gun Show - Denver
May 5th - 7th

Crowne Plaza, 47th & Peoria, Denver

BUY TICKETS

Documents Prove ATF’s Flip-
Flops on NFA Definitions

Restraining Orders Do Not
Prove That People Are
‘Dangerous’
Under Creative Commons License: Attribution
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AMMOUTLET
● Brass or Nickel Casings

● Fired once or twice

● Mixed headstamps

● With primers

● Not cleaned or polished

● Available for pickup, No shipping

●n0mrt@outlook.com
Rifle Brass

.300 Win Mag   ONLY partial bag of 18 left         $15.00

30-30 Win   ONLY one bag of 50 left         $15.00

.300 Savage   Only one bag of 20 left          $15.00

.308 Win    7.62 x 51, 25 per bag          $7.50 per bag

30-06 Springfield 25 per bag             $12.00 per bag

Pistol Brass

.38 Super    Nickel plated, 100 per bag         $16.00 per bag

.357 Magnum  Nickel plated, 50 per bag         $15.00 per bag

Light Precision: Build Guide for
the SPR and DMR Platforms

Most People Don't Blame Guns
for Mass Shootings
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Colorado Lawmakers Move to
Ban Ghost Guns After 2
Shootings

BARRELBLOK™ - for safe dry-
fire practice

Report: FBI Continues Its War on
American Conservatives –
Agency Is Now Flagging Online
Terms “Red Pill”, “Based”, and
“Chad” as Extremist Terms

FOX News Pushing Anti-Gun
Propaganda in News Stories
Under Creative Commons License: Attribution

Science Jokes
You Matter
You matter...

Until you multiply yourself by the square of the speed of light.

Then you energy.

JokeADay

CRITICAL – Colorado, Urgent
Action Needed: Assault
Weapon Ban Committee
Hearing Scheduled….AGAIN!!
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Fair Use Act Disclaimer
This site is for educational purposes only!!

**FAIR USE**

Copyright Disclaimer under section 107 of the Copyright Act 1976, allowance is made for “fair use” for purposes such as criticism, comment,
news reporting, teaching, scholarship, education and research.

Fair use is a use permitted by copyright statute that might otherwise be infringing.

Non-profit, educational or personal use tips the balance in favor of fair use.

FAIR USE DEFINITION:
(Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fair_use)
Fair use is a doctrine in the United States copyright law that allows limited use of copyrighted material without requiring permission from the
rights holders, such as for commentary, criticism, news reporting, research, teaching or scholarship. It provides for the legal, non-licensed
citation or incorporation of copyrighted material in another author’s work under a four-factor balancing test. The term “fair use” originated
in the United States. A similar principle, fair dealing, exists in some other common law jurisdictions. Civil law jurisdictions have other
limitations and exceptions to copyright.

U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE - FAIR USE DEFINITION:
(Source: http://www.copyright.gov/fls/fl102.html)
One of the rights accorded to the owner of copyright is the right to reproduce or to authorize others to reproduce the work in copies or
phonorecords. This right is subject to certain limitations found in sections 107 through 118 of the copyright law (title 17, U.S. Code). One of
the more important limitations is the doctrine of “fair use”. The doctrine of fair use has developed through a substantial number of court
decisions over the years and has been codified in section 107 of the copyright law.

Section 107 contains a list of the various purposes for which the reproduction of a particular work may be considered fair, such as criticism,
comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, and research. Section 107 also sets out in four factors to be considered in determining
whether or not a particular use is fair:

1. The purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes

2. The nature of the copyrighted work

3. The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole

4. The effect of the use upon the potential market for, or value of, the copyrighted work

The distinction between fair use and infringement may be unclear and not easily defined. There is no specific number of words , lines, or notes that may
safely be taken without permission. Acknowledging the source of the copyrighted material does not substitute for obtaining permission.

The 1961 Report of the Register of Copyrights on the General Revision of the U.S. Copyright Law cites examples of activities that courts have regarded
as fair use: “quotation of excerpts in a review or criticism for purposes of illustration or comment; quotation of short passages in a scholarly or technical
work, for illustration or clarification of the author’s observations; use in a parody of some of the content of the work parodied; summary of an address or
article, with brief quotations, in a news report; reproduction by a library of a portion of a work to replace part of a damaged copy; reproduction by a
teacher or student of a small part of a work to illustrate a lesson; reproduction of a work in legislative or judicial proceedings or reports; incidental and
fortuitous reproduction, in a newsreel or broadcast, of a work located in the scene of an event being reported.”

Copyright protects the particular way an author has expressed himself. It does not extend to any ideas, systems, or factual information conveyed in the
work. The safest course is always to get permission from the copyright owner before using copyrighted material.

The Copyright Offic e


